
The right solution for your site 
includes much more than the 
products and technologies 
themselves. Responsiveness, support 
and quality service elevate your operations. 
ECI is committed to being a comprehensive 
partner in your success. For you that means 
innovative approaches and local service  
that is unsurpassed.

ECI’s Penberthy Assembly program delivers assembled, 
tested and ready-to-install level gauges in one week or  
less. We maintain local parts and inventory so that our 
highly trained technicians can begin your assembly 
immediately. Combining Emerson’s leading level  
solutions with local assembly improves reliability,  
safety and operational performance. 

Expedited Response 
When you utilize ECI’s local Penberthy Assembly program you 
will benefit from significantly reduced turnaround times. The 
availability of local technicians moves assembly time from  
weeks to days. This means you have the products you need 
faster. With service centers strategically located throughout this 
region, ECI is locally available to provide the services you need. 

Efficient and Affordable Solutions 
With faster turnaround and local delivery, you will realize a 
cost savings. The gauges you need can be available quickly, 
improving your operations and eliminating the need for your 
team to work around cloudy or broken gauges. 

Excellent Quality and Technical Expertise 
As an Emerson Impact Partner, ECI’s technicians are trained  
to assemble gauges to factory specifications. The same high 
quality you expect from Emerson is available to you in this 
region. Your ECI team can also complete level gauge surveys 
by walking your site to identify needs and review existing 
equipment regardless of the current installed brand.

Penberthy Level Solutions 
Emerson offers various liquid level solutions, including 
products that meet the ASME requirements for direct or 
remote boiler level indication. Penberthy liquid level gauges 
are used in petrochemical processing, refining, pharmaceutical 
and other industries. Applications include compressors, water 
treatment, storage tanks and oil/water separators. Emerson 
products provide reliable and accurate fluid monitoring. 
Additionally, a full suite of accessories ensures dependable 
level indication across various environments, such as those  
that require insulation blankets, remote monitoring and 
explosion-proof illuminators.

Local Level Gauge Assembly Delivers Time and Cost Savings

Sales and Information: 

724.746.3700 or www.ECI.us 
After Hours Emergency Support:  
800.569.6030

In Territory Expertise:

Lawrence, PA  |  Monessen, PA 
Dublin, OH  |  Lima, OH  |  Solon, OH 
Poca, WV   |  Salem, WV

Emerson’s Penberthy Flat  
Glass Gauges and Gauge Cocks


